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Rule of Law or Law of Rule and Anarchy?
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Constitutional Crisis? In early April of 2018 Albertans (as well as Canadians in general) will need to decide
if we really are facing a constitutional crisis as implied by the Honorable Premier of Alberta. April days
have been busy indeed, with focus on declining investment in the oil and gas sector and fear mongering
related to the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project. The Project is already approved
by the National Energy Board (the “NEB”) with 157 conditions. Many obviously fear that interests in
British Columbia can block or delay the Project to death. Alberta is willing to buy into the Project.
Enforceable Approvals. The Premier of Alberta is most correct in noting that, when a project is approved
in the public interest, the related decision must be enforceable. However, the massive related problem
she faces (including as to re-election) is that the terms and conditions of provincially-approved Alberta
projects are usually not enforced, as acknowledged in 2017 by major members of the oil and gas industry.
The Redwater Appeals and Related Doctrine. While Alberta political leaders fret over delay of the
Project, flex their muscles, and hypocritically refer to “the rule of law”, justices of the Supreme Court of
Canada (“SCC”) review rulings of the courts below, written submissions, and ponder the verbal arguments
made in the appeal of the majority decision of Alberta’s appeal court in a case known as “Redwater”.
In Redwater, Alberta courts found that the doctrine of federal paramountcy applies. Aspects of Alberta
laws and Alberta Energy Regulator (the “AER”) Directive 006 were declared inoperative (by virtue of being
inconsistent with federal bankruptcy laws). One justice of appeal dissented.
The dissenting opinion of Martin J.A. (as she then was, having since been elevated to the bench of the SCC
in Ottawa) gave rise to arguments before the SCC on February 15, 2018 related to the doctrine of
jurisdictional immunity (an exception to the constitutional principle of paramountcy). Alberta and other
provinces, as Intervenors in the Redwater SCC appeal, argued that the doctrine of jurisdictional immunity
or the concept of “cooperative federalism” is applicable. Confused readers are not alone.
Double Standards. Adding to the mass confusion, when it comes to the Kinder Morgan Project, Alberta
and B.C. politicians are not practicing what their Attorneys General preached in making Redwater SCC
arguments. In common terms, provincial officials and politicians are fond of “cherry picking” which legal
principles constitute the “rule of law” in a given set of circumstances. Cross over between electioneering
and carrying out solemn duties of public office is obviously a massive problem. Some leaders are obviously
willing to risk anarchy, or the country being torn apart, in order to grasp or hold on to power.
Appeals of NEB Approvals and Court Rulings. In late March, the federal Court of Appeal dismissed the
B.C. government’s bid to challenge the NEB conditional approval of the Kinder Morgan Project. It is of
course the right of B.C. to appeal the related decision to the SCC, as the AER and Alberta Orphan Well
Association appealed the decision of the Alberta Court of Appeal in the Redwater matter. It would appear
that the Premier of Alberta advocates denying B.C. the very rights of appeal exercised by Alberta.
Lack of Regulatory Enforcement and Investment Dollars. Firmly and improperly in dictatorial power in
Alberta, effectively amending provincial and federal laws at will, is the infiltrated, law-breaking,
unelected, Alberta Energy Regulator. B.C. residents and other Canadians appear to fear that, much like
the AER, the NEB may not enforce the terms and conditions of pipeline approvals. Members of one
infiltrating body, the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (“CAPP”), complained in 2017 public
sessions arising from the Redwater decisions of Alberta courts that, in order to compete for investment
dollars, which have since largely dried up, CAPP members must operate in a regulatory non-compliant
fashion as their smaller, junior counterparts in the oil and gas industry do. The CEO of (junior) Whitecap
Resources Inc. confirmed that investment dollars have dried up (to purchase aged assets from majors).
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Federal Regulatory Audits: Unlike Alberta, the federal government has an independent audit system that
reviews NEB performance. In response to a fall (federal) 2015 Audit of Pipeline Oversight, the Chair and
CEO of the NEB wrote the following:
“Dear Ms. Gelfand:
The National Energy Board (NEB) has made significant and meaningful strides toward
transformation since the Office of the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable
Development issued its fall 2015 Audit of Pipeline Oversight.
We wish to notify all Canadians, through your Office, that the NEB has already completed
18 of the 22 audit recommendations, with the remaining four scheduled for completion
by 31 December 2016. Less than one year since the Audit was tabled, the NEB has
exceeded commitments submitted in our Corrective Action Plan.”
Alberta Transformation Required. Transformation of the Alberta Energy Regulator is desperately
required, and is simply accomplished. Adoption of and adherence to rules, as well as review of Statement
of Concern No. 30265 dated April 8, 2016 and other applications ignored by the AER, are some of the
means available. Increases in payments under the “polluter pays” principle, which Canada and Alberta
are said to be bound by, is the ultimate answer. Balancing the rights of industry with other stakeholders,
by use of such means, is the obvious goal that the AER is currently light years away from accomplishing.
Resolving Jurisdictional Disputes. Ironically on April 8, 2018, two years to the day that improperly
rejected Statement of Concern No. 30265 was filed with the AER, Kinder Morgan issued a public statement
of its own. The pipeline company stated the obvious, which is precisely why rules governing jurisdictional
and other matters were drafted and proposed for adoption by the AER in March of 2017: Like any citizen
or company, Kinder Morgan cannot resolve jurisdictional disputes.
Mass Confusion in Alberta as to Energy Decision Jurisdiction: Alberta’s Property Rights Advocate Office
and a Legislative Standing Committee on Resource Stewardship concluded there are legislative gaps and
overlaps between Alberta energy and property rights legislation. Despite the double-talk (a gap and an
overlap – opposite concepts - cannot exist at the same time), these findings are indicative of real mass
confusion as to which energy decision making bodies have what powers and responsibilities in Alberta.
Co-operative Proceeding Option. Conducting co-operative proceedings (hearings or other proceedings
involving multiple decision makers from various boards and agencies) as contemplated by Alberta law:
•

Is an obvious means of eliminating jurisdictional gaps (whether they actually exist or not) or
eliminating common errors in assessing jurisdiction being made by Alberta decision makers.

•

Has been formally proposed to, and rejected by, the AER (without comment as to such a remedy
being requested, including by way of Statement of Concern No. 30265).

•

Is wholly consistent with the intervening arguments of Alberta in support of its Energy Regulator
in the Redwater SCC appeal (if cooperative federalism is an option why is more or less identical
provincial cooperation not an option?).

Conclusions: Alberta is two-faced. B.C. is more than entitled to tell Alberta to actually conform to the
rule of law, and to clean up the mess in Alberta’s back yard, to acquire the moral right to preach on how
to manage energy matters federally or in B.C. Nevertheless, Alberta’s Premier is partially correct. The
terms and conditions of federal approvals must be observed. This principle is provincially ignored.
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Energy at a Cross Roads
The nature of massive problems Canadians face can be simply summed up: Canada, particularly Alberta,
has become an international battle grounds for “climate change” issues. The related scapegoating, finger
pointing, threats to back out of energy projects, and reduction of available capital for investment in fossil
fuel energy companies, are symptomatic of our inability to balance various concerns and set priorities.
The 2017 Fall Report (Report 2) of the Office of the Auditor General of Canada, which openly states that
Canada’s climate is changing and that numerous federal departments are not carrying out their related
roles and responsibilities, illustrates the perceived problem and refers to the information source.
Note the absence of
reference to risks faced by
landowners forced to host
energy activities on their land

Blame on Green House Gas Emissions. With respect to “climate change” the “big bad culprit” is
“greenhouse gas” emissions, which illegally occur unnecessarily all across Alberta. Oil and other storage
tanks, not to mention abandoned, suspended, and inactive wells dotted all across Alberta, definitely emit
explosive vapours in massive volumes that put far more than thermometer readings at serious risk.
Lack of Public Safety and Abuse of Constitutional Safety Rights. More tangible than “climate change”
issues, whatever they may be, is the commonplace abuse of the section 7 Charter safety and property
rights of titled landowners. Greenhouse gas debates are secondary. The primary effect of illegally vented
gases on the lives, health, and income-earning ability of Albertans is far more basic. Problems illustrated
by federal officials overlook the effects of hydrocarbon gas emissions on human lives, health, and related
costs. Properly prioritizing and observing the sanctity of human life, in close proximity to oil and gas
activities, not remotely occurring in Alberta, shall render greenhouse gas reduction simply a side benefit.
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Inviting Anarchy and Chaos or Temping Fate
It seems that far too many Canadians are ignoring the words of the learned and wise and tempting fate.
Canada’s Chief Justice, the Right Honorable Beverly McLaughlin (as she then was), commented in dissent
that, if collateral attack on binding judicial decisions is improperly allowed – if judicial rulings are simply
ignored by virtue of disagreement - anarchy shall surely follow closely behind such lawless behaviour.
In 1928, US Supreme Court Justice Brandeus eloquently issued a similar warning:
Decency, security, and liberty alike demand that a government official shall be subjected
to the same rules of conduct that are commands to the citizens. In a government of laws,
existence of the government will be imperiled if it fails to observe the law scrupulously.
Our government is the potent, the omnipresent teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the
whole people by its example. Crime is contagious. If the government becomes the law
breaker, it breeds contempt for the law; it invites every man to become a law unto himself;
it invites anarchy. To declare that in the administration of the ....law the end justifies the
means; to declare that the government may commit crimes to in order to
secure...[something] - would bring terrible retribution. Against that pernicious doctrine,
this Court should resolutely set its face.
Olmstead v. United States, 48 S.Ct. 562 (1928) at page 575 (Justice Brandeus)
Lack of Accountability and Necessary Change. The real problem in Alberta is lack of accountability, of
industry, and within government, with the Alberta Energy Regulator front and centre. The thrust and
conclusions of this document are that, given the sorry state of politics and law enforcement across the
country, the only segments of society positioned to cause positive change, peacefully and lawfully, are
landowners, municipalities, and the courts. Reliance on ignored Alberta laws shall accomplish change.
The yellow ribbon can be the central tool, as well as the rallying and unifying symbol of peaceful change.
Positive Change Required – Return to the Rule of Law
The positive, peaceful, change required is observance and restoration of the constitutionally-protected
rights of landowners to be safe (including from psychological stress and physical health risks and
problems) on those portions of their land not leased by an energy developer (or covered by a right of
entry order). This includes over abandoned wells hidden from sight below ground level.
Central Tool: The Yellow Ribbon Public Safety / Constitutional Awareness Campaign

The Alberta Energy Regulator can commence properly carrying out its public safety / public
interest mandates at any time. In the meantime, placing yellow caution ribbons around
unsafe/illegal operations can draw public and media attention to polluter pay problems.
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Central Tool: Proposed Education Campaign
What landowners, municipalities, land appraisers, and decision makers need to be educated
about is enormous in scope. Below some of the individual initiatives proposed are illustrated.
The logos are borrowed from an Alberta “Be Bear Smart” campaign. Bear risks are low. In
contrast, the number of overlooked oil and gas operational risks, liabilities, and laws are massive.

™ Reg. Pending
If Alberta’s ministries were to issue informed and responsible safety and legal messages, one might find a
website with a look such as that shown below:

Published by
Alberta Parks &
Environment

Required
Reality in Urban
Edmonton
Armisie Field,
route of Kinder
Morgan Pipeline

Explosion is
the issue in
Alberta
Utilities
Commission
Proceeding
No. 23128
LINK TO
REPORT
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Central Tool: The Expedient Opposite or Reciprocal Remedy Approach
When oil and gas operators are irresponsible, numerous legal remedies are available (to
landowners, municipalities, and taxpayers), but are rarely requested or granted (by the Alberta
Energy Regulator, and to a lesser degree the Surface Rights Board). As such the Polluter Pays
principle is not being observed. Well, facility, and pipeline abandonment when mandatorily
required by law is an obvious remedy landowners are entitled to request (virtually all related
requests are arbitrarily, illegally, and unjustly denied by the Alberta Energy Regulator).
Effective remedies against regulatory non-compliance and lack of regulatory enforcement are
higher landowner compensation and municipal taxes, charged until the operator voluntarily
becomes regulatory compliant. Landowner/municipal co-operation is required. The courts have
ruled that arbitrary compensation awards may be made for intangible losses. This will require:
•

many more Surface Rights Board Members (hundreds to assess retroactive compensation
claims alone), the cost of which must be borne by operators such as Whitecap Resources
Inc. that refuse to compensate properly for regulatory non-compliant operations; and,

•

safety and regulatory inspections conducted for landowners at the operator’s cost by
reputable, qualified firms that do not work for industry (and related monitoring).

There are likely means whereby municipalities and landowners can co-operate to solve the
increasing problem of oil and gas operators failing to pay municipal taxes. Municipalities are
understandably reluctant to seize related operations for fear of being held liable for abandonment
and land reclamation responsibilities that operators have evaded, essentially assisted by the AER.
An obvious approach, not being taken, is to require operators to post security to cover
abandonment and related land reclamation. Another is for the Surface Rights Board to accept the
obvious – land can be damaged and often is not reclaimed, and award compensation for potential
damage to the land in all instances where security deposits have not been required by the AER.
Environmental protection orders are a remedy the AER should not, but often does, refuse. Such
refusals allow operators to trespass and to pollute without compensation (or fine) at will.
In short, if the AER will not fulfill its mandate to enforce safety and environmental regulations,
other bodies have mandates to compensate landowners accordingly or properly. Municipalities
can also rely on safety regulations to force regulatory compliance through increased taxes.
Proposed Togstad Initiatives for Positive Change
Above, the central tools for accomplishing positive energy change are outlined. The related Initiatives
proposed for adoption, carefully designed to ensure responsible energy development, administrative
justice, and return to the rule of law (written and judicial rule) in all matters of energy, are the following:
(1)

The Common Assumptions Initiative. When all energy decision makers are working from the
same set of assumptions, the goals of this initiative will be achieved.

(2)

The Common Interpretation Initiative. When all energy decision makers interpret Alberta law
and related judicial authorities in a reasonably similar manner, the goals of this initiative will be
achieved.
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(3)

The Collateral Attack Prohibition Initiative. When forum shopping and prohibited collateral
attack are understood and consistently prohibited when these practices should not be allowed,
the goals of his initiative will be achieved. (Togstad is a leading Alberta Collateral Attack case.)

(4)

The Competing (Overlapping) Jurisdiction Initiative. When all decision makers are assessing and
prioritizing their jurisdiction in the same manner, and co-operative proceedings are conducted
rather than improper refusal of jurisdiction by multiple bodies with overlapping jurisdiction, the
goals of his initiative shall be achieved.

(5)

The Public Interest Review Initiative. When the Alberta Energy Regulator assesses liabilities,
risks, and what is or is not in the public interest, one Surface Rights Act activity at a time, hearing
input from directly and adversely affected parties fairly, the goal of his initiative will be achieved.

(6)

The Education Initiative. Education of administrative decision makers, property rights advocates,
land appraisers, and landowners in particular, is critical. Operators are not properly carrying out
their duties to consult and inform and are misleading and withholding evidence in administrative
and judicial proceedings. When regulatory compliance is the norm rather than the exception,
when no more right of entry orders are being improperly issued, and the polluter pay principle is
being observed in reality, the goals of the education initiative shall be achieved.

(7)

AER Directive Review Initiative. Pursuant to the principle of paramountcy discussed herein, many
aspects of numerous Alberta Energy Regulator Directives are inconsistent with prevailing law and
are thus inoperative. The courts have already found aspects of Directive 006 to be inoperative in
the Redwater matter, and separately found directives cannot trump law. Providing instructions
that are inconsistent with the rule of law to industry is simply unacceptable. Review of all AER
Directives, with adequate independent oversight, must be a top priority. Completion of this task
must be a factor for reduction of arbitrarily-increased surface compensation and municipal taxes.

(8)

Property and Safety Rights Restoration Initiative. When property and safety rights, long abused
in Alberta (particularly related to unlicensed facilities and dangerous tank operations), have been
restored, which includes reasonable adherence to the polluter pays principle, this goal will be
achieved. Having functional, properly-funded (at industry expense) Property Rights Advocate
Offices and sufficient Surface Rights Board Members to handle case load should be integral parts
of this initiative.
•

This initiative applies to public lands. The Alberta Government must increase surface
compensation related to public lands to be commensurate with rates on private lands.
This will help offset the fact that taxpayers must pay landowners until reclamation
certificates are issued when industry fails to do so.

Measuring Results (Accountability)
Responsible Alberta energy development shall be possible and measurable when:
1.

the Alberta Energy Regulator starts to take its mandate seriously and performs in a manner that
is effective, transparent, and measurable ordering participant involvement as to existing
operations; and/or,

2.

all of the Togstad Initiatives briefly outlined above have been undertaken and have produced
reasonable results.
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Top-Down and/or Bottom-Up Grassroots Change?
Democracy provides several means for peaceful change, avoidance of anarchy and chaos, and for
upholding the rule of law.
1. Elections are the contemplated and organized means of replacing unpopular or irresponsible
governments or individual elected lawmakers.
2. The police and peace officers (including those employed by the Alberta Energy Regulator),
working with prosecutors, the courts, and administrative tribunals, are the means of keeping law
and order between elections.
3. Those elected are subject to the same rules that are charges to those who elected them.
a) Elected officials given administrative roles are entitled to appoint and replace, as opposed to
being entitled to dictate to, board members and commissioners of administrative tribunals.
Quasi-judicial decision makers are bound by statutory provisions and common law principles
and must be and remain immune to governmental or stakeholder influences.
b) Separation of the judicial and administrative arms of government is paramount to the
preservation of democratic principles.
4. Police officers and peace officers must investigate the misdeeds of the electorate and the elected.
When a government official or a government such as Alberta seek to become a separate entity or law
unto themselves – or become self-serving rather than serving the needs of constituents, positive peaceful
change, or failing this full scale revolt, are inevitable. This is where we are – these are the choices to be
made – today.
Choosing the Top (Six Proposed) Cases in Alberta for Co-operative Review
Alberta Provincial Cabinet can and must order co-operative proceedings, contemplated by law, to be truly
responsible and to expediently resolve long-standing Alberta energy disputes in the manner advocated by
Redwater Supreme Court arguments.
The Right Honorable Premier Notley must be truly honorable. She must absolutely and transparently
show true leadership and that the rule of law shall be strictly, or at least reasonably, observed in Alberta,
particularly by the Alberta Energy Regulator.
The National Energy Board and the Alberta Surface Rights Board (those bodies not entitled by law to
conduct co-operative proceedings) must be invited join the co-operative provincial panel with respect to
Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion issues to be decided in urban Edmonton, Armisie Field, now before
the Alberta Utilities Commission (Proceeding No. 23128). Any fair nomination committee would
undoubtedly conclude that no other spot in the country similarly embodies as many energy issues of the
type and range widely in dispute across the country.
There is precedent for the foregoing. When gas venting issues were out of control in the Peace River area
of Alberta, the Alberta Energy Regulator was required by Provincial Cabinet to investigate and report. The
offending oil and gas industry member resolved the issues by buying out landowner complainants.
Moreover, Armisie Field includes First Nations issues and split land titles issues such as freehold and
mineral rights issues, which have not fully evolved by way of case law.
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The Author’s Top Five Nominations for Expedient Co-operative Proceedings
1.

Armisie Field Urban Edmonton. A co-operative proceeding to decide Armisie Field issues raised
with and arbitrarily disposed of by the Alberta Energy Regulator by way of rejected Statement
of Concern No. 30256, rejected request for Regulatory Appeal No. 1869031, and a rejected
request for reconsideration of numerous licensing decisions by way of an application filed
concurrently with said request for regulatory appeal. The failures of the AER to hear and resolve
these issues have given rise to requests for intervenor status related to Alberta Utilities
Commission (“AUC”) Proceeding No. 23128. Any decision of the AUC pursuant to Proceeding
No. 23128 impacts the approved route of the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Expansion Project
within Armisie Field in Urban Edmonton. Resolution of federal pipeline issues in Edmonton may
lead to resolution of federal pipeline issues in Burnaby, B.C.
All necessary applications have been filed. Statement of Concern Nos. 30265 covers all issues
related to 2017 Alberta Government Liability Review Engagement sessions. The Alberta
Minister of Energy should have been provided with a copy of such Statement of Concern related
to abandoned and inactive well and security deposit policy under review.

2.

Urban Didsbury, Well Licence No. 65135, Right of Entry Order No. C263/77, and Some
Nineteen Locations of Excessive and Illegal Gas Venting: Whitecap Resources Inc.
Issues arising from an application dated November 26, 2017 formally filed with the Alberta
Energy Regulator (never acknowledged or given a file number):
•

The Regulator was, inter alia, respectfully and formally asked to replace critical
documents purged from the well licence application file, but failed to do so or respond to
this highly reasonable request in any manner whatsoever.

•

The Regulator was, inter alia, respectfully and formally asked to investigate key industry
CEO’s and ban them from being involved in energy projects. These include the current
CEO of Whitecap Resources Inc. and Cardinal Energy Ltd., as to issues arising from
acquisition of a subsidiary of Camino Industries Inc. by Midway Energy Ltd. (amalgamated
into Whitecap Resources Inc.). The related public safety issues require investigation.

In and related to this matter, a well licence and right of entry order were issued without any
formal applications having been filed with the respective authorities with jurisdiction. There is
trespass and the licensee/operator pays no rate of annual compensation to the surface owners.
The landowners were part of the group that filed Armisie Field Statement of Concern No. 30265.
This is because a host of specific urban safety, right of entry, and compensation issues have
never been adjudicated in Alberta. Foremost among these is issuance of right of entry orders
for unlicensed, licence-exempt, and/or expressly prohibited upstream oil and gas activities.
3.

Review of Siting Decision of the Crossfield Tie Option Over a Historical Aboriginal Resource
By way of administratively disregarding the concerns raised by local landowner Mr. Frank
Togstad (deceased) rather than hearing them, the Alberta Utilities Commission approved the
route of the Crossfield Tie Option (a high voltage critical power transmission line) over the site
of what is likely the most historically important buffalo jump in Alberta, if not North America.
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4.

Review of the Terms and Conditions of Approval and a Power Line Right of Entry Order
Related to siting of what is likely one of the largest power poles in Alberta on the banks of the
Red Deer River in the Spruceview region of Alberta:

5.

•

Did the Alberta Utilities Commission consider and approve the power pole sites?

•

Did the Surface Rights Board consider and approve the power pole sites chosen by the
Operator, including by having regard to any decision of the Alberta Utilities
Commission?

•

Did the landowner consent to the location of the power poles?

•

Did the power line operator simply decide the location without regard to Alberta law
governing the issues stated above?

Review of Alberta Utilities Commission and Surface Rights Board Decisions Related to a Power
line in the Langdon Region of Alberta
•

Could the routing decision of the power line operator and/or Alberta Utilities
Commission have avoided the land in question altogether?

•

Is an easement agreement relied on by the Operator a valid agreement?

•

Should the court have issued an injunction for removal of landowner property?
o

•

What should the penalty be for failing to observe the conditions of an interim
injunction – or for those such as MP Elizabeth May who defied the terms of an
injunction order related to Kinder Morgan’s Burnaby tank farm?

Are the lack of Notice arguments of the power line operator (the operator complains of
lack of notice given by a landowner) applicable to lack of or inadequate notice being
given to landowners by oil and gas operators?

Mediation Between, and Re-Election of, Alberta and B.C. Premiers
Legislation being contemplated by Alberta MLA’s - against the interests of fellow Canadians in B.C. - is
tantamount to an act of war. Causing the price of gasoline to rise, increases to be paid by supporters and
opponents alike of the related pipeline in B.C., will cause financial casualties to innocent civilians.
Until the leaders of these provinces have met, and until they have employed the services of a disinterested
mediator in serious attempt to find common ground, these so-called leaders will not have availed
themselves of all aspects of dispute resolution to be tried in a modern, peaceful, democratic society.
Re-election bids must turn on resolving the entirety of Alberta energy issues without delay. The United
Conservative Party of Alberta is equally as guilty as Today’s NDP about calling for the rule of law to prevail
(as to federal pipelines) while allowing illegality to prevail when it comes to managing:
•

Alberta oil and gas safety, risks, liabilities,

•

licenses, permits, and other approvals and enforcement of the terms and conditions thereof;
and,

•

issuance of reclamation certificate, environmental protection orders, and right of entry orders,
and enforcement of the terms and conditions thereof and all related laws.
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Landowners, Land Values, and Municipalities at Extreme Risk
Because of gross mismanagement of Alberta upstream oil and gas liabilities for some seventy years, now
the side-stepped responsibility of the Alberta Energy Regulator, absent expedient and varied specific
remedial actions, the value of rural and urban Alberta property is destined to fall with, if not exponentially
faster than, the value of energy company stocks.
Neither industry nor government have the stomach to do that which is desperately required posthaste.
The author has prepared over forty recommendations, designed to save the energy industry, landowners,
land values, and municipalities, Alberta’s public lands and minerals, as well as freehold minerals, with no
legislative change urgently required . The problem with such recommendations are two-fold:
•

One requires a great deal of real property ownership, oil and gas drilling and production, and
related regulatory knowledge to understand the basis or logic of such recommendations.

•

Sharing such knowledge would require literally writing a book of the scope and type never before
seen (such a work is required but this author and the country do have the luxury of spare time).

The author pleads with Albertans to get involved somehow, and to be more informed and responsible,
beginning by demanding accountability from industry and government (of all descriptions).
The admissions and arguments of Alberta’s Energy Regulator, the (industry) Orphan Well Association, and
Alberta’s Attorney General, contained in factum filed with the Supreme Court of Canada, are shocking to
say the very least. Alberta is literally contemplating that landowners will be left to abandon oil and gas
wells on their properties (this is illegal in Alberta, only a licensee or person directed by the AER may
perform work on a licensed activity) and clean up related messes of industry, at landowners’ sole cost (the
laws of Alberta do not remotely contemplate this). The obvious solution is a return to the rule of law.
Action Surface Rights Group (Intervenor in the Redwater SCC Appeal)
As the best-organized (and partially funded) surface rights group in Alberta, Action Surface Rights is
respectfully and hereby called on to:
•

Strike a nominating committee, propose a half-dozen cases for co-operative proceedings, and
publicly call on the Alberta Provincial Cabinet to order the Alberta Energy Regulator and Alberta
Utilities Commission to conduct the related co-operative proceedings, inviting (where applicable)
the Surface Rights Board, National Energy Board, the related municipality, and other agencies
such as Occupational Health and Safety, to help form the decision making panels.

•

Strike a committee to review the above-referenced recommendations drafted by Mark Dorin for
policy change in Alberta energy decision making and liability and risk management.

•

Understand and help spread the word as to the Yellow Ribbon Campaign and Togstad Initiatives.

•

Help galvanize Alberta’s rural vote to, next term, elect only a provincial government or political
party that is clearly committed to upholding the rule of law in provincial as well as federal energy
matters (it is suggested no Alberta party is currently so committed), by way of:
 Insisting that all Alberta parties clearly set out their precise policies related to security
deposits and related reform at the Alberta Energy Regulator as well as reasonable
compensation pursuant to the polluter pay principle in all its variations.
 Buying into Canada as a whole rather than only the pipelines deemed to be required.
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Participant Involvement and Expeditious Approval of Energy Projects
A balance must be struck between the exhaustive participant involvement practices of the National
Energy Board (or related demands of at least seven B.C. First Nations appealing NEB Trans Mountain
Expansion decisions) and those rare or virtually non-existent participant involvement practices in Alberta.
A CBC article dated today’s date states that the Kinder Morgan Project legal challenge arguments, set out
in tens of thousands of pages, boil down to core principles relating to aboriginal title and the constitutional
duty of the Crown to consult with First Nations (already separately before the Supreme Court of Canada
as to passing legislation). In plain words, participant involvement is the issue.
These are precisely the issues in dispute related to Armisie Field urban Edmonton oil and gas decisions
made in 2016, which have additionally arisen related to approval of a nearby Riverview (high voltage
electric power) Substation. The power utility at least consulted and explained, where oil and gas did not.
These matters arguably were, or at least should have been, resolved in Alberta by way of a decision of
Justice Miller of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, 1 relying on factors set out by the SCC. 2
Justice Miller held that, when the enabling statute of the licensing authority or persons assessing and
awarding compensation contain review provisions, and when provisions for judicial review are available,
energy approval decisions and right of entry orders may be issued pursuant to a relaxed essential duty of
procedural fairness (without extensive formal participatory hearings of the type requested by B.C.
opponents of the pipeline Project).
As the author pointed out in 2017 verbal sessions involving the Alberta Departments of Energy and
Environment and Parks, as well as the AER:
•

The AER cannot have it both ways. Because upstream oil and gas approvals are rubber stamped
without participatory proceedings, the AER must conduct reconsideration proceedings in precise
circumstances pursuant to rules proposed by the author, and rules adopted by the Alberta Utilities
Commission and Surface Rights Board (electronic link provided above).

•

This is the potential solution apparently sought by industry, landowners (and potentially B.C. First
Nations) alike. There is no question whatsoever that the National Energy Board Act contemplates
all the necessary means of review to justify expedient approval, and review rules are in place.

Canadians who delay approved projects or related remedial decisions (Whitecap Resources Ltd. and
Armisie field oil and gas operators among them) must be caused to compensate the opposing party. Those
in B.C. who oppose energy projects must face similar risks as those who propose them pursuant to the
legally legislated laws of Canada and its provinces. If it costs Kinder Morgan over one billion dollars to
comply with participant involvement requirements, it must similarly cost those who oppose, taking risks
when doing so. If opposition parties cannot pay, this must be taken into account.
Edmonton landowners have proposed reasonable approval terms they can agree to in AUC Proceeding
No. 23128, and accepted Kinder Morgan fair terms and conditions of entry. They urge B.C. opponents of
the Kinder Morgan Project to do the same, then focus on ensuring rights of review are strictly observed.

Mueller v. Montana Alberta Tie Line, 2011 ABQB 738 (CanLII) at paragraphs 39 and 40.
Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 1999 Can LII 699 (SCC) at paragraphs 21-27, referred
to as the “Baker” factors related to essential duty of procedural fairness.
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